Additions

Added the option to refine a search while on the abstract page, by selecting index terms and adding them to the original search. This is in addition to existing functionality enabling a new search to be constructed using the abstract index terms. The added functionality now gives the option of either refining an original search using index terms applied to an abstract or commencing a new search.

The index terms applied to an abstract can now also be viewed in separate fields at the bottom of the abstract, in addition appearing in the index term boxes in the right hand bar.

CAB Direct now displays search expressions in the search box on the abstract page. Previously the search box did not populate in the abstract, but with this change users can see what they searched for while they are viewing search result abstracts.

Hit term highlighting has been added to words appearing in the abstract.

Changes

Hit term highlighting has been changed from yellow to bold to enable this feature to function along with the highlight and annotate feature available on the abstract page.

Fixes

Fixed a bug which first appeared week commencing 3 July which caused the disappearance of the “Previous result/Next result” and “Back to search results” navigation buttons on the Abstract page.